






































































































































































































































































































































































new responsibilities il holds towards itself, the most 
deprived and weai<est, the planet earth, the living world 
and future generations, and finally thal it makes a pledge 
to assume these new responsibilities. 

Forced to deal with the current emergencies and largely 
discouraged by the subsidence of th~ main messianic 
movements of 19th century, our societies seem to have 
forsaken any vision of the future. Our increasingly com
plex societies find it hard to conceive how to conduct their 
own processes of change. A fortiori, they are ill prepared 
to direct the future course of world affaires. 

lt is therefore essential to conceive and make visible a 
coherent process of change: it is more important today to 
state how actions can be initiated than to state the direc
tion we are going. 

This process must be deployed in a multi-dimensional 
way, from a change in the behaviours of citizens and con
sumers and local collective actions, to decisions taken on 
a planetary scala. This process of collective change 
could contain the .following elements: 

. - the progressive change of representations: to a large 
extent, the world changes in our heads 'before it changes 
in the field. Education is a lever for decisive action and the . 
changes to be made are immense. We must help to gen
erale a new humanism which contains an intrinsic ethical 
component, we must prioritize knowledge and respect for 
ttie cultural and spiritual values of different civilisations - a 
counterweight to the technological and economie bias of 
Western modernity. 

Teaching in our schools and colleges must locus on a 
study of values and their translation into deeds, on a crit
ical approach to science and technology, on a systemic 
rather than an analytical approach, on co-operation rather 
than competition. The aim is not to add one or two mod
ules to already overloaded syllabuses, and even less to 
design an introductory course into ecology uniformly 
applicable to ali countries, but to universally base educa
tion on a global vision of relations and exchanges 
between people and between man ~nd nature by stress
ing the diversity of the relationships between man and his 
environment. As these syllabuses are introduced into 
education systems, this education should be made avail
able to citizens who want it, particularly trainers and 
teachers, journalists, technicians, engineers and deci
siqn-makers; 

• the building of a collective Imagination: only a cam
mon vision of the future, with given time frames, can 
muster the necessary energies, unite e~orts and gear cur
rent decision-making to the long-term; only a collective 
imagination built in common will be abiEl to create the nec
essary synergism able to counter the constraints, stretch 
beyond immediate interests, overcom~ the obstacles and 
use each challenge as an opportunity to bounce back 
and innovate. 

• the headlong pursult of Innovation: an innovation is 
never conducted alone: it involves othElr downstream and 
upstream players. An innovation limi)Eld to only a single 
field is doomed to fail: technical innovations are deployed, 
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social innovations and changes in mentalities, behaviours 
and institutions are deployed through a linked process: 
States, enterprises, farmers' organization·s, trade unions 
and consumer associations will therefore have to promote 
a co-ordinated approach to technical and social innova
tion in the coming decades, 

• the development and poollng of experience Inter· 
change networks: social and technical innovations 
always originale locally: in an enterprise, a town, a village, 
in the country or in another ether community. They are 
always rooted in a particular context. But they must also 
spread; they must be assimilated and transformed by eth
ers. This requires networks. However, most of the current 
networks are localized or specialized, whereas many cur
rent challenges are global: we must therefore develop 
existing networks, encourage the creation of new ones, 
provide flexible means for them to connec! and unite. We 
will then be able to gain precious years perhaps decades, 
in the spread of innovations that can contribute to 
addreissing the different aspects of the three crises we 
face . 

The features of the strategy to be invented are gradually 
taking shape: coherence in the strategy and tools to be 
applied, link between the solutions to be applied and the 
three crises, the need to reconcile the local translation of 
common planetary priorities with the ·statement and 
acc'eptation of priorities specifie to each region of the 
world, the interlocking of different levels of action and dif
ferent component parts of actions undertaken. This sirat
agy clearly covers many sectors; it involves making co
ordinated changes to mentalities, education, institutions, 
technologies, and standards, law, taxation and interna
tional relations. 

5. Mobl/lslng programmes 
As we near the end of the 20th century, humanity faces 
specifie, urgent and global challenges. To address them, 
we need to marshal energies on a few major programmes. 
While these programmes cannet alone succeed in organ
ising the sweeping changes in societies required in the 
next century, they wou Id nevertheless be the tangible sign 
of action, demonstrating that these three crises can be 
simultaneously tackled by creating work opportunities, 
expressing through common projects the awareness thal 
we ali belong to the same human community, improving 
the living conditions of the severely deprived and creating 
a better balance between man and his environment. 

Five mobilising programmes seem to us to meet this def
inition. They concern water, energy, soil, the rehabilitation 
of severely deteriorated regions and the conversion of the 
armament industries: 

• water: orie persan out of three in the world today suffers 
from water shortage. ln less than twenty years, continents 
like Africa are expected to experience dramatic shortage. 
Ninety percent of the major diseases of the Third World 
are due to the poor quality of the water. Conflicts between 
countries for control of this scarce resource will become 
more frequent and violent since the major catchment 
areas are borderless. While water management is olten a 
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source of conflict, it is equally often the cement that joins 
communities. By affecting towns, cilies, the countryside, 
health, agriE:ulttJre, energy and food through integrated 
approach at varying scales, a mobilizing programme for 
water could draw on a wide range of techniques and cre
ale many jobs: it requires imparting the principle of "active 
subsidiarity" by stressing local initiatives and by including 
them in a global vision; it contributes to improving living 
standards, developing activity and seeking optimal bal
ances between man and his environment. 
• energy: the programme must comprise two aspects: enar
gy savings and the introduction of renewable energy sources: 
ali countries, including the poorest, contain economical enar
gy resources. Maximizing the efficiency of these resources, 
developing economical energy technologies, gradually with
drawing many forms of disguised subsidy for the use of fos
sil energies will ali contribute to making viable the retooling of 
plants to accept renewable energies everywhere and in ali 
forms where they are available. Applied on a large scale, the 
programme will help to improve the production efficiency of 
renewable energy. As with water, the decentralized manage
ment of energy contributes to the teaching of the "active sub
sidiarity" principle. The programme benefits local and global 
leval simultaneously: it makes is possible to reduce local pol
lution, emissions of greenhouse effect gases and the increase 
in nuclear hazards and waste. 
- soli: the programme will involve largely promoting soil till-· 
ing and working which causes minimal damage to the soil 's 
biological, alimentary, regulatory and hydraulic functions. 
Today's massive damage to the soil has led to a serious 
decrease in the fertility of environments and hence to 
desertification. The major merit of the programme is to be 
wide-spread, to force a thorough revision of agricultural 
production systems, mobilise considerable manpower, to 
reduce food insecurity in the poorest countries, force a 
search for a diversified management of ecosystems and 
combine large-scala programmes with micro initiatives. 
- the revitalisation of aeverely deterlorated reglons: 
this programme may concern previously industrialised 
countries as weil as countries (in central Europe, in the 
former USSR or elsewhere) who have suffered thé devas
tating excesses of forced modernisation and industriali
sation. This programme is of immense symbolic value in a 
world where people have been too inclined to go launch 
into different directions when their environment was 
ruined by their needs and shortsightedness. On a shrink
ing planet, rehabilitation strategies must firmly prevail 
over the dream to conquer new and improbable territo
ries. Rehabilitation is humanity's new frontier. 
- the conversion of the armement Industries: si nee the 
Second World War, whole economie sectors in many 
countries have centered around the production of arma
menis. The end of the cold war theoretically lead;:; to the 
unleashing of a host of skills and resources. The transition 
from war to peace is nonetheless a major challenge. lt 
requires a political will, technical know-how, the opening 
of new markets and new openings for the know-how and 
talent released . We propose a concerted world pro
gramme to steer the armament industries towards the 

development of technologies that do not harm the envi
ronment. This will entail heavy investment initially, but it 
will pay off in the long run. This programme will also sym
bolise the transition from a period of conques! ·and con
frontation to a period of solidarity and alliances between 
societies and between societies and nature. However, the 
conditions for security will have to be guaranteed by inter
national bodies - preferably regional, both between coun
tries and for the national minorities. 
The idea of a mobilising programme is not new. The fail
ure of similar programmes in the past may give cause for 
scepticism. But we can also draw lassons from this expe
rience and propose soma rules to implement programs to 
increase their chances of success: 
- the need for close matching between the programme 
and the needs of the regions where the programme is 
implemented (e.g. the Marshall Plan implemented to 
rebuild Europe in the aftermath of the Second World War), 
-long-term planning (a 15-20 year lime span), where nec
essary by associating a whole generation with a pro
gramme, 

- the graduai introduction of procedures and financing; 
- harnassing the potential of institutions and decentralised 
techniques, rooted in the populations themselves and in 
their faculty for listening, together with memorandums of 
understanding signed by the representatives of the popu
lations, 

- based on the choice of the most appropriate technical 
solutions, the graduai introduction of actions, with regular 
assessment of their impact, always by closely interfacing 
with the populations concerned. 
The rich countries will have to make a major contribution. 
This contribution may be levied in the form of a progres
sive tax (taking into account climatic conditions) based on 
energy consumption (or on emissions of C02) and world 
taxes on armament expenditure per capita and on stock 
market earnings. 

6. The mllestones: 

We can distinguish three milestones: 
- the year 2000: thanks to a bread awareness and the 
convergent mobilisation of a host of energies within the 
framework of the World "States-General", major decisions 
will be laken by this time and major programmes under
taken in the main fields: decisive actions will take shape; 
- the period 2030-2050: this milestone will mark a decisive 
turning-point since during this lime current trends should 
lead to a serious worsening of the situation and exacer
bate imbalances thal it will be difficult to reverse: in most 
areas (demographie, social cohesion, solidarity, water, 
energy), "sustainable and lasting" courses of action must 
therefore be found by this time; 
-the period 2080-2100: during this period, we can expect 
to attain a new balance between man and the planet 
accompanied by lite styles and production methods thal 
limit the bleeding of natural resources and dumping of 
waste to levels thal are bearable for the planet. 
December 1993 
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